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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF A SIMPLIFIED VEE-TAIL THEORY AND ANALYSIS

OF AVAILABLE DATA ON COMPLETE MODW WITH VEE TAILS

By PAUL E. Pussms snd JOHNP. CAMPBKLL

SUMMARY

An analyti has been made of acailable data on tee-tail twr-
faw. Pretiowly pubk%hed theoretical du&e8 qf we taile hare
been e.rtended to include h control e$ecti”m.ese and control
fircee in adilition to the stabi%ty. T& qf two isolated tail
wr@e8 w-i% wrioue amounti qf dihedral prooidid a check of
the theo~. Method8 for dm”gning we tui18 were ak dewloped
and are g-hen in ti present paper.

The analysis indicated that a ree W detigned to prm”de
uzkie8 of etabilti and control pamnwtera equal to the prh
m“dedby a conventional tail uwkl probably provide no reduction
in area unlem the conventional rertical tail i8 in a bad cano~
uxrke or wdese the ree tail has a higher @e&-re tupect mtio
than the conrenti.ona/ reti”cal and horizontal tcda.

T%e analysi8 also indicated that a possible reduction in con-
trol forcee (or in the amount of control bgliznce reguired) can
be made ~ the we M a ree td, prouided la~e d@ection8 of
the control wface do not cauee a large decrease in the qfectice-
nese and increase in hinge-moment co#~”ent per degrea d~ec-
tion qf the control&ace. If Lzxge-chind control surfacw must
be ueed in order to keep tb control deflection%8mall, the control
force8 (or the amount qf controt balance required) on the ree
tail are likely to be equul to or gnxrter than those for & con-
wtional tail aesembly.

The analysis further indicated that the w tail COUMhare
the fohwing adrantagea orer the conventional tail aesembly:

(1) Lme drag because the ree tail ha feuxr fueelage-tail
jwUture8

(~ Less tendenq towmd der ihck
(3) @her hcation of tad mbrfaca, which tend8 to reduce

eiaator de&tion required for take-qj and landing, to keep the
tml out @ &pray in $@@bat take+f, and to reduce powi-
bWtie8 of tail bq$eting from the mung and cano~ ?nrke8 in
high-speed$ight

(4) l’ewer tail e@iace8 to mamjluture
On the other hand, b analysis indicated the following dis-

adnantage8 that a see ta~7 might ham when com~red with
concentionai ta&?8:

(1] Po88ible intemction c$ eleaator and rudier control forw
{B) Powibh intemction of elecator and rudder &irnrning

when tab8 are at fm”~y k.rge d#e&”ons
(9) More complicated opemting mechunimn
(4) &eater loads on td and fwelage, which would tind to

require increased weight

The teti of the isolated ree tail indicated that the simpl~ed
theo~ deceloped for rea tda was Lulid for dihedml an&8 up
to about 40°.

The relatire merits of the wee tad and conventional tai18 for
qn”n recoce~ hare not been establidkd, but it appeam that the
tee tail &mid be at /east a8 good a8 the conrentiond tail as-
8emb/y in thi8 respect, ezcept posm”bly in ca8e8 in which H“muL
taneou8 full d~ction of both rudder and e[ewtor is required
for recorq~om the 8pin.

.
NTRODUC’J’ION

Early investigations of ve-tail surfaces were reported in
1932 and 1936 (references 1 and 2). The principsl advan-
tage ckimed for the vee tail vim a reduction in drag which,
when compamd tith the total airpkme drag, was fairly
smdi. As the VAWSof totaI airphme drag coel%oient have
decreased, however, a given reduction in t.dsurfece drag
coefllcient has become more important. In the last few
years more attention has therefore been given to vee-tail
surfaces end three investigations have been made by the
NACA. One of these investigations irmluded both th-eo-
retical and experimental resuha and was reported in refe~
me 3; the other two investigations were wind-tunnd tests
of compIete models with various taikrface arrangements.

The present paper extends the theory of reference 3 to
include ccntrcd effectivmess and control forces sa well as
stability, summarizes the results of the two complete-model
illVeSti@iOIIS, and l’epOr&ltests Of twU isoked tfd SUP
faces with various amounts of dihedrsI. A method for
designii vee taik is also given.

COEFFICIENTSAND SYMBOIA3

The coef?ioients and symbols used herein are defkd as
follom:
c. lift coefficient (Z/gS)
CD, reeuhant-dreg coefficient (X/@)
a. Iataal-force *aient (Y/@)
c, rolling-moment coefiioient (L/gSb)
a. pitching-moment coefficient (M/@c)
c. yawing-moment coeflioient (AWb)
c, hiqpmoment ooefEcient @/@&)
Z’e effective thrust coefEcient (TJpVV)
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fomea along axes defined in dgure 1
moments about axes defied in figure 1
hinge moment of control surface

effective thrust

()
i~n ,*amic pr=um 2P

aotmal (not projected) area
mean geomotric ohord
root-mean+quare chord of“=n&ol surface behind

hinge Ike
actufd (not ‘projected] span
aimpeed
propeller diameter
mass dmsity Ofair

mgle of attaok of tbruet line for complete models
and of ohord line at plane of s.ymmetiT for
iecdated tails merwured in plane of symmet~,
d~ea

angle of yaw, de
angle of sideelip, degrees (–$)
angle of stabilizer with respmt to fuselage center

Y

YIz

-x

FIatmx l.-E@em of axaa and oontrolarfaoa hinge momenta and de!leetlons.
Arrowslndftute xthb dkeotlom.

line rncasured in phmc of symmetry, dcgrccs;
positive when trailing edge is down

8 controkurface deflection mcasurd in phmc noF

mal to ohord plane of tail surhwc, dcgmea
1, tail length; distance from ccnlcr of gravity to

h~e line of control surface
c angIe of downwash, dcgrcce

angle of eidewaeh, dcgrcce
;/da rate of chauge of downwaeh angle at tail with

angk of attack
&/d/3 rate of change of sidcvmeh unglc at tail with anglr

of eideelip
A aspect ratio (&/s
x taper ratio; ratio of tip chord to root chord
F stick or pedal form

The symbols used in the development of the thcoqy 01
vce taiIs are defined as follows:

—

lift coefficient of tail meammd in plane of
symmetry

angle of attack of tai] mcaeurd in pkinc of
eymmetryp degrc~

lateral-fome coefficient of tail measured normal
to plane of symmetry

angle of sidcelip of plane of symmrtry
elevator deflection or clmudder Wlcction when

elerudder surfaces am dcflcctrxi upward or
downwati togetlwr, degrcoe

rudder deflection or clcruddm Mlcction when
elerudder surfaocs are dcfkkl equal and
oppoeitc amouuta on thr two eidcs, dcgrccs

deflection of single clcruddcr surface, degrees;
subecripta R and L denote right and lrf t elc-
ruddcr surfaws} reepcct ively

dihedral anglo of tnil surface measurw.1 from
XP-plane of vcc hail to mch tail pmml, drgrccs

tail lift coefficient mmeurcd in planu norm.1 to
chord plant’ of Cach tail panrl

sum of changes in tail lift cociki(’nt normal 10
each tail panrl when tail is yawed; cqwd and
opposite span Iond distributions ovmhip so
that CL~’=~&, when? values for K mu
preeentti in figure 2

ratio of sum of lifts obtained by equal and oppo-
site chtqgce in angle of attack of two eemispans
of tail to lift obtained by an equal clmngc in
angle of attack for complctc tail (see fqg,2]

constant of proportionality
angle of attack measured in plane normal to

chord plane of each tuil panrl, dogma
elope of tail lift curve in pitch mcasurccl in plnno

hc’w

()
nerd to chord plane of each tail pand ‘~

slope of we-tail lift curve when lifLand angles of
attack are measured in planes normal to chord
planes of two tail panels while angle of attack of
tail at is held constant and tail is sidedipped

ohM’

r) ba~
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CY,

f’)
to plane of %f-mmem ~

r “(%%%)control-eiTectivenees parameter

Subscripts:
. . -.

W ~

: horizontrd td
P vertical tail
ree Vee tail
d elevator
r rudder
er ekrudder

f flap

B, $, 6, a denote partial derivatiwx of coefficients with
respect to angle of sidealip, angle of yaw,
control-surface deflection, and mgIe of attack,

SIMPLIFIEDTHEORYOF PEE TAIL

WC ASSUMPTIONS

As indicated in referenoe 3, m isolated vee tail may be
considered a wing having a lsrge amount of dihedrd. The

.

basic assumptions uaualIy made for a wing with dihedmd
are used to derive fairly simple expressions for the stability,
oontrd, and contro140rce pammetera for vee tails. The
span load distributions computed by use of lifti@ine theory
for wings with no dihedral and no sweepback are asemned to
be did for wings with dihedral and are assumed to be un-
affected by interference at the point””wl& the dihedral
changs. me assumption is ah made that, when the
effective angks of attack of the two paneIe of a wing with
dihedral are changed equal and opposite aqmunta by side-
slipping, the &a&es in lift coeflkient normsl to each panel
are equal and opposite in sign and are equal in magnitude
to the changes rmdting horn equEJ and opposite ckmges
in angIe of attack of the two panels of a * with zero

dihedral. The resumptions of comaq become leas valid
es the dihedral increases.

In order to aimpl@ the analysis further, the longitudinal
and directional chmacteristics are considered independently
and the lift and hing+moment chsracteriat.im are assumed,
to be linear in spite of the large contrcd+urfacg defisctions
that are required with vee tails when fulI elevator tid rudder
control are applied aimuhaneoudy. Considering the longi-
tudinal and directional characteristics independently and not
accounting for the nonlinearity in the various coeflioient
curves results in idealized solutions that must be modiEed
in practical applications. The degree of modification will
of course depend on the characteristics of the control suI&c@
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and airplane under consideration. The solutions derived.
herein are presented only ti indioata the general approach
to the problem and to present some idea of the comparative
charaoteriatios of vee and conventional tails in the idealized
Oaae.

With these assumptions as a basis, the following relation-
abipa were developed and arc illustrated in fipre 3:

(1) l’or small angles of attack, the angle of attack meaa-
ured in the plane normal to each pa.ueJof a vw tail is equal
b the angle of attack measured in the plane of symmetry
multiplied by the cosine of the tail dihedrtd angle (fig. 3(a)).— —
Thus

. bs~ ~ta; :.,

or
b

a =— — ““
Sm at

~~ ~=: .-.

or
c

a- _— . . .
BiIl a~

If as and aN are small
bca=—=— .. .
al aN

or
c aN
57

But

~=COS r
Therefore

~=COS r
a;

or
a~=a~COS r

-----

(1)

(2) For mull angks of sidedip, the ohangea jn angls of
atti measured in the planes normal to eaoh panel of the
vee tail are equal and opposite in. sign and are equal to the
angle of sidaalip multiplied by the sine of the tail dihedral
angle (@. 3(b)). Thw ,

or

or

or

But

$=sh r
Thflreforo

~sin rBt
or

qppl sin r (2)

(3) The lift coefficient measured in the piano of symmetry
is equal to the lift coeffio,hmtmeasured in tho piano normal
to each panel of the vee tail multiplied by tho cosiuo of the
tail dihedral angle (fig. 3(c)), Thus

CL,=CLNcos r (8)

(4) When tho ves tail is sidsalippcd, the changes in lift
ooef6&mt normal to eaoh paneI arc equal and oppoaito in
sign and the lateral-foroe oooflicient of tho vco tail is equal
to the sum of the ohangea in Iift cocfticient normal to each
panel of the vee td multiplied by the sine of the tail dihedral
angle (@. 3(d)). Thus

UY,=CLN’ ti r (4)

STABUJTY AND CONTROL PARAMETERS

The etabfity and control parameters for an isolated vco
tail oorreapond to the lift and latcml-force paramctma for
awing with dihedral and can bo dcvclopccl from cquatiouc (1)
to (4) as followB:

(1) Longitudinal stability as mcasumd by ~%,:

(2) Longitudinal oontrol as measured by C!%,:

(3) Directional stability as measured by Cr~t:

.?%=.
%, MC

t’@.&’sinr)
-–cL=N’ sins r

a;-r

= –KCL=Msins r
(4) Directional control as measured by ~Yt,:

(5)

(0)

(7)

=KC..=Mr sin I’ (8)
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The relation between the stability parameters CL=, and

C’~~,for vee tails maybe obtained as

G& ‘KC==Wtin~r

S,=SM Coca1’ (13]
and

&=& sins ~ (14)

When equations (13) and [141 arc combiicd,
-J— —,,——— -. I

. . . .

=–lrti’r
The reIation between the control

C’YtF maY be obtained simiisrly se

(9)

parameters CL*, and

r

=K tan r (10]
OL ‘

()
VRIUWof K or& for various aspect rutioe and taper

ratios are presented in figure 2. The vahm m.re obtained
from extrapolation of vakm .of K determined from figure 2
of reference 4 by graph&ml.lyintegrating & complete load

curves for 1.00$ integrating the righbhand half of the load

curve minus the left-hand half, and taking the”ratio of the
two Valuea.

COIkiPAUISON Or ~ABIIJTY AND 00NTUOL OF VEE AND
CONVENTIONAL TAILS

The relation between the.total areas of an isolated vee tail
and an isolated corwentional tail assembly that provide equal
stability can bc obtained as follom:

For equal values of (G=} ~ for the vee tail and the con-
ventional horizontal tml,

S,c?.’.=t‘&@L=t
k 89s

‘&u~LeMd r (11)
For equal values of ((?,P), for the vee tail and the conven-
tionfd vertical tail,

M7YP,,=SMCYB,W

‘SACL=N k: r (12)

If the horizontal tail tmd the veo tail are .aeeumed to have
the same aspect ratio,

If the effective aapoct ratio of the vw tail, which for latmal-
force computations is lower than ita geometric aspect ratio
because of the factor K, is assumed to be equal to the cffeo-
tive aspect ratio of the vertical tail, which is higher than its
geometric aspect ratio because of the end-plate effect of the
horizontal tail,

%,, =KC5=N

The assumption of equal lift-curve elopes simp~m equations
(II) and (12) to

8h+S.=Sce,(COSs I’+sin~ r) (16)
But

COS’ r+fid r= I
sothat

S,+s,=sw (Itij

An isolated vc&al surfuco producing stability ptimmctma
equal to those produced by an isolated conventional tuil as-
sembly (and having equal cflcctivu aspect ratios] must Lhmc-
fore have en mca equal to thtd of the con.vcntional tail
asaemb~.

If the areas of a vec tail and a conventional [ailassrmbly
are assumed to be made equal to give equal stayllity and if
equal valuea of the control-oflcctivcncsa factor r arc assurncd,
the control parnmctem for the ieolahd vcc tail arc grc(ttcr
than for the isolated conventional taiI ms.cmhly ~y tbc fol-
lowing ratios:

n

.
and

(17a)

(17b)

For equal total ureas and equal values of (C-m), and ~mtmfor

the vcci~.siI and the conventional tail assembly, the rcqu-ircd
control-eff ectiveues factor r is smaller for tho vcc tuil lhau
for the conventional tails because

The fcngoing analysis is based on the assumptions lhuL
the control charact.mietics are lirwar over t.hc entire range of
control deflections and that a vco tail hving val ucs of thc
control parnmet era Cn,. and (7s,, equal to those for the

conventional tail could produce t~lc same maximum contti”l
as the conventional control surfaces by Imving a mmimum
elerudder deflection equal to tho sum of t.hc mnximum
rudder and elevator deflection with thr conwntionnl tnils.
In many practical cases, howover, thmc assumptions will
not be valid because control effd.ivumsa per unit ddlcction
decreases at large dcfloetiom, and thu vcc tuil will conse-
quently compare lms favorably with the conventional tails
than equations (18) indicate. in fact, if the convw~Lionnl
elevator and rudder arc already using [he maximum practi-
cable ccmtroldefkdion range, t.hc vc~tuil clmxh.kr &41ec-
tiou will also be restricted to this range and the wc tail will
consequently require a much greater control-cflccti vcncea
factor r (and therefore a control surfnrc of la~w chord rd io)
than the conventional tails.
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COMPARISON OF 00NTBOL-FOECE CEA14AOTQUSTI~ Or V’SE AND
CONVEN’ITONAL T-

A general solution rdating the contml-fcrce characteristics
of vc&aiI and conventional tail surfaoea cannot easily be
obtained since, in the design of equivalent surfaces of the
two types, equal values of the longitudimd or directional
atabiity aud control parameters maybe obtained by several
variations of the geometrical relationship between the two
type of tail. UauaUy it wiU be impossible to obtain equal
values of all the parametem (G&) ~, G,,, (Q ~,and c%

for the two types of tail. By considering the longitudinal
and directional characteristic independently and by making
certain simplifying assumptions, howevem, exprmhns can
be derived that relate the Iongit@inal or direction control
forces for vee tails and conventional tails.

Elevator forces,-The eIevator contrcd forces of a vee td
and a conventional horizonhd tail can be dated by neglect-
ing the directional stability and control characteristics and
by tmming equal vahws of (Ga),, G,d t~ Ie@,

aspect ratio, and gearing of eIevator to contrcd stick for the
two taiIa.

For equivalent Iox)gitudinaI stability and control and with
the same aspect ratio of the conventional and vee tails, it
has been shown (equations (13) and (18a)] that the area of
the vee tail ia rdated to the arm of the conventional td by
CONr and that the oontrol-effectiveness parametem of the
two ~es of taiI are related by cos r. For the horizonttd
tail and a vee tail having the smne aspect ratio, the following
expressions may be derived from equation (13):

b
b,

““=a {19)

and

cw=~r (20)

Equation (18a) indicates that, for a ghen value of P.,t,

the vee tail requirm a control surface of der chord ratio
than the conventional horizontal tail but, since the overd
tail chord ia grmter, the actual controhrface chord maybe
greater or 1-. b anaIysia of the data of reference 5 indi-
cated that the required controlarfaoe chord ratio is propor-
tional to some power n of the effectiveness. A Ioga.rithmic
plot of the effectiveness data in figure l(a) of reference 5 and
figure l(b) of reference 6 indicates that an average value of
the exponent n is 1.7 for phin seakd flaps having chord ratios
between 0.10 and 0.60. Thus

c
~=k~a’

and ..

5+,””

Then
c c:

()”
r~, 8—————

C- c~ rk
or

Therefore

or
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The stick force ia proportiomd to some factor multiplied by
the product of the hinppmoment coeflhient, the control-
surface span, and the square of the controkuriacw chord.
Siice the factor is tlm same for equivalent cmmentional and
vee tails,

C.=+r (CCK# r)’ ~

When n= 1.7, equation (22) reduces to

(22)

(23a)

Sinoe the value of “tie cosine ia less than 1 for all values of the
dihedral angIe except 0“ (for example, coso~46°=0.87)1 the
stick force for a vee tail should be 1sss than for an equivahmt
conventional tail if the hinge-moment coefficients are equf41.
Similarly, if the stick forces are equal, the ve+td control
surfaces generally do not need to be so cIoseIy balanced as
the cmwentiond surfaces.

DifFerent assumptions in the analysis will naturally lead to
different rmdts, some of which will be more favorabIe to the
vee tail and some of which will be more favorable to the oon-
ventiomd tail. The present analpis, however, indicates that
some reduction in control force or amount of balance required
can be obtained by use of the vee tail.

Rudder foroes.—k a si.dar analysis of rudder force% it
was assumed that the mean chords of the two typw of tail
are equal and that, for the average case, the resulting in-
creased aspect ratio of the Tee tail offsets the end-plate effect
of the horizontal tail on the vertiwd taiI and causes ~~=w’to
he equal to (~=~,,. The result of this analysis was

(23b)

which again indicates that the vee tail can have Iower control
forces or can require 1sssbalance for the same forces than the
conventional tuiL

LIMITATIONS Or FB-NT AN”ALYSIS

In the previously developed formulas relating the control
forces of vee and conventional taik, the elevator and rudder
forces are considered separately and no account is taken of
the fact that the lift and hing~moment curves of actual
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control surfaces are linear functions of angle of attack and
control+urfaca deflection for only small ranges of he
anglw. In practicaI applications of vee @la, the ah@-
taneous use of fdl rudder and full elevator control will
usually place one of the aurfacea at a deflection outside the
linear range of lift and hinge-moment characteriatim. This
condition may be avoided by using control surfaces of larger
chord ratio and smaller deflections. The use of control
surfaces of huger chord ratio tends to counteract the de-
crease in control forcee previoueIy shown possible but “the
smaller deflections required make possible the use of R more.
fayorable contrd-stick gearing, which might r~ult in a net
decresae in control force. The tial result will of course
depend on the amount of elevator and rudder control re-
quired in the specific case and on the degree of linearity of
the various characteristics of the partkxdar control surface9
being conaidemd, In many cases these practical ~pecta of
the application not ody will cancel the gain in control force
ahown possible by use of the vee tail but also. may even
increase the control force.

The pr~eding analysis, however, indicates that, since in.
the idealized case the vee tail provides a reduction in control
force or balance, the choice of e tail for any given airplane
can be made only aftgr a thorough analysis of the require-
ments of each application.

DESIGN METHODS FOR .YEE TAILS

DESIGN POBMULAS

The following formulas for the vee-tsil stability and con-
trol parameters were derived by modifying equations (6) to
(8) for the isolated vee tail to apply to a vee tail installed
on an airplane:

(26)

(26)

(-27)

When equations (24) and (25) are combi.nsd, the expredon
for finding the dihedral required for the vee tail is

: (28)

Equations (24) and (26) may be rearranged to give the
following expressions fm the area required for the vee tail:

%&%=
Sm (q,
‘-f &KC.=N( ) ‘ ‘ “1+$ SUI r

(29)

(30)

Equationa (26) and (27) may be rearranged to givo the
following expressions for the cmtrol-ellcctivcncss factor r

. required for the vee tail:

DESION PItOCEDURS

The steps in designing a vee tail to produco desired valuca
of the stab~lty and control paramotwa may be out]incd as
folIows:

(1) Decide on required values of (Q,, (Cw),,Cw,,d

c%” The vee tail probrddy should bc dcaigncd to produce
higher values of C%. and (7.%than the conventional tails in
order that the ekwudder deffectiona can bc kept in the linear
range of control tiectivancss against collection. This point
ia discussed more fully in the section cnt.itlcd ~’Gcncrnl
Remarks.”

(2) Detarmine values of K from figure 2 of the present
paper and values of C==Nfrom figure 8 of refcrenco 7.

(3) Estimate values of bu/t3@and &/ba for an ave~
age ve-tail arrangement. Assume r=350, A,E4.6, rind

&=o.25. References 7 to 9 will be helpful in designing for

th~ powwoff and windmilling conditions.
(4) Detaimine I’ horn equation (2.8).
(5) Determine f%., from equation (29) or (30).

. (6) Determiner from equations (31) and (32).
(7) Substitute the larger of the values of r obtained from

step (6) in equationa (26) and (27) to determine final values
of (?W,and C4,.One of them “two values probably will be

larger than necmaaW aigcc the two valum of r dctcrmincd
from equations (31) and (32) will usually not bo identical.

(8) TXe the vtdue of r from step (7) with fguro 1(a) of
reference 6 to determine .tho required vrtluo of c~/cW,.

TEST DATA

P-ENTATION OF DATA

In order to provide a check of the precodhg development
of a aimpIified theory for vec tails, forco teta of two isolated
taiI surfaces (tail surfaces A and B of ~. 4) with various
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amounts of dihechd were made in the Langley fre#iight
tunnel. ~ t-t was aIso made of tail surface B with one tail
panel removed to simulate an isolated vertical tail or the
condition approached by a me ted with a dihedrrd engIe
of 90°. These data are presented in @urea 6 to 9.

Some of the data obtained in force t=ta of a compIeto
airplane model (@s. 10 and 11) in the Langley 7-by lo-foot
tunnel and in force and tliiht t@s of a compIete model of a
fighter airpIane (fig. 12) in the LangIey free-f?ight tunnel are
presented in &ures 13 to 20. .

The results of the tats are presented in standard ~~C~
coficients of forces and mommta. The data are referred to
a system of axes in which the Z-axis is in the plane of sym-
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metry and perpendicular to the relative wind, the X-axis is
in the pIane of symmetry and perpendicular to the Z-axis,
and the ~-asis is perpendicular to the plane of symmetry.
(S* @. 1.1

T= COFZNTIONS

The force t=ta of the two iaoIated tail surfaces ~ and B
vmre tide in the LangIw free-flight tunneI at a dynamic
P~ of 4.o9 pounds per square foot, which corresponds
to an &speed of about 40 miles per hour. The test Reynolds
numbem were about 199,000 for tail surface A. based on the
tail mean geometric chord of 6223 inches and 256,000 for
taiI surface B based on the tail mean geometric chord of
8.01 inches. The tiective ReynoIds numbem, bead on a
turbulence factor of 1.6 for the Langley frdlight tunnel,
were about 319,000 for tail surface ~ and 410,000 for tail
surface B.

.Of

-c=

FM- 5.-TartaHon of Ilft and Idem.1-fores wrantetem of lmllted tall snrfue
AwtthtaUdthedrduda -MXd~K4J0.
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‘The complete-modeI tests in the Langley 7- by 10-foot
tunneI were made at a dynamic pressure of 16.37 pounds
per square foot, which corresponds to an airspeed of about
80 ndea per hour. The teat Reynolds number was about
‘W3,000 based on the wing mean geometric chord of 12.04
inchee. Because of the turbulence factor of 1.6 for the tun-
neI, the effecti~e Reynokls number was about 1,173,000.

The force tests of the fighter-airpkme model were made in
the Langley fredlight tunnel at a dynamic preawre of 1.9
pounds per square foot, which corresponds to an airspeed of
about 27 miles per hour. The test Rqmolds number was
about 166,000 based on the wing mean geometric chord of
7.76 inches. The effective Reynolds number, bass on the
turbulence factor of about 1.6 for the tunneI, was about
~65,00Q.

All coefficients for the data obtained in the complete-
rncdel teata are based on the area, span, and mean chord of
the model wing. AU coefficients for the isohted-tail data
are based on the mea, span, and mean chord of the complete
taiI surface. !Lhe coefficient for the single ptmeI of tail
surface B are also based on the area, qkm, and chord of the
compIete tail surftice in order that the data may be considered
to cIppIy to u Tee tail with a dihedral angle of 90°.

v 11

.G

I I I I N...-W=I=L+8’‘11 1 1 1 1

0 x ma%ang.q y&g 60 100

FIGIXE 6.-Varfdai OfIUt and H-ho? Pwmeten d tsmhted tall mrhcc B wZth Ml
IIIhedrd angb. .4=8.~ h- K+yr.

COEBECH03U3

hyone of the data have been corrected for the tarea caused
by the model support strut. Jet-boundary corrections have
been applied to the angles of attack, the drag coefhients,
and the tail-on pitching-moment coeflicienta from tests in
the Langley 7- by 10-foot tunnel. These corrections were
computed as foIIowa:

&Y=57.3 (&+ O.017e) $ CL (deg)

‘C==-’73(%-’DMQL
where
6- jet-boundary correction factor at wing (0.119)
6F total jet-boundary correction at taiI

(OQO1–O.000S3a)

v
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s model wing area (8.025 ft)
c model mean geometric chord (l.oo3 ft)
p tunneI crosa+ectional area (69.59 aq ft)
acM
x change in pitching-moment coefficient per degree

change in stabiher eetting as determined in
present tests

!fd!? ratio of effective dynamic p~ure over hori-
zontal taiI to fre~tream dynamic pressure
(assumed to equaI 1.0 for this model]

ALIcorrectioIIB were added to the teat data. No correc-
tions have been appIied to the force-test data obtained in the
Langley fredlight tumeI, because the tunneI c~ tiorud
area C is large in comparison with the wing area of the
models S and the corrections are negligible.

TESTS OF ISOLATSD VKS TAILS

Rmuha of teeta of iecdated Tee tails are shown in &urea
5 and 6, in which lift and lateral-force parameters are plotted
agitinet dihudml angle for tail surfacee ~ and B.. The results
are generalized as mriationa of Iift and Iateral-force parame-
ter ratios with dihtdnd angIe as ehmvn in figure 7. The data
in &urea 5 to 7 indicate that the simplified theory developed
in preceding sections of the present paper is adequate. The
principal discrepancies between the theoretical and experim-
ental results occur for the lateral-force-curve slopee at
dihedral angles greater than 40°. Such a result is to be
expected since, as the dihedral angle approached 90°, the
two paneIe gradually approach the condition of one panel of
one-half the area and aspect mtio. This condition is “iUua-
trated in figures 6 and 7 by the test point at 1’=90° for one
panel of tail surface B.

The data preeented in tlgures 8 and 9 show that the angb
at which the lift and IateraI-force curves for the vee taiI
depart from linearity are coneidembly larger than the angles
at which the curves for the nornd tail depart from Iinearity.
This remdt is to be expected, because for vec tails the section
angle of attack (or angle of sidedip) is amaIIer than the angle
measured in (or normal to) the plane of symmetry by the
cosine (or sine) of the dihedral angle.

The experimental data of figures 8 and 9 give results eim-
ilar to those obtained in the analysis, which indicated that
a vee-taiI surface producing stability paramet era equaI to
those producd by a conventiomd tail assembly would have
an area equal to the mea of the cmmentional tail assembly.
This result can be illustrated by the sIopes of the curves as
follows:

R ,*
where aII coefficients are baaed on the area of two taiI panels.
These values of C’= and cr~ for the conventiorud tails me
about 1.5 times m Iarge ae the wluee for the Tee tail, but
the conventional tafl -embIy BISOhas 1.6 times as much
area as the vee tail because it is made up of three panels

identical with the tvio panels of the we tail. It therefore
follows that, if this vee tail ia ecaled up so that ita area is
equal to the total area of the conventional tail assembly, the
stability parameters produced by the vee tail will be ap
proximately equal to those produced by the horizontal and
vertical taiIe

The experimental data of figures 8 and 9 indicate that
since Cr~=0.048 (based on area of vertical tail) and K~L=N=

0.67x0.061=0.041, the effective aepect ratio of the vertical
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taiI was greater than the eEective aspect ratio of the wee tail
in side.dip, even though the verticaI tail was t-ted in the
isolated condition and did not have the beneficial end-
pIate &ct of the horizontal tail. The rdt. is attributed
to the fact that the geometric aspect ratio of the vertical tail
wae relati~-ely &her than usual (on&half that. of the .vee . .
tail) and to the fact that the effective aepect ratio of the
vertical tail wae higher than its gmmetric aspect ratio,
powl%ly because of an end-pIate effect of the streamline
faking. In practical cases, the verticaI tail and vee tail
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probabIy vdl have apprmimately the same effective aspect
ratio because the vertical taiI wilI usually ham an aspeot
ratio leas than one-half that of the vee tail although it will
benefit from the end-plate effect of the horizontid tail.

For the isolated taiI, no reduction in total area appears
to result from the use of a vee tail unkss a higher effectire
aspect ratio is used for the ve~tail surfaces than for the
conventional taiI surfaces. For the two compIete modeIs
teeted to date, the vee-taiI surfaces have had much higher
geometric aspect ratios and probably higher effective aspect
ratios. For the fighter-airplane modeI tested in the Langley
free-flight tunnel, for esample, the vtdues of geometric
aspect ratio were 5.1, 3.9, and 1.1 for the we, horizontal,
and vertical tail surfaces, respective~y. A higher aspect
ratio appeam to be the principal factor contributing to the
reduction in totaI tail area found possible for a Tee tail and
is of course not an inherent characteristic of a Tee tail.
Part of the reduction, however, might hare been caused by
the higher location of the me ted, which pIaces it in a region
of less dowmrash ptmticuIarly for high power conditions, or
by the shape of the Tee t-ail, which places it away from the
wake of the cockpit canopy.

TSSTS OF COMPLETE MODSI.8

Data from tests of compIete models in the LangIey
7- by I&foot tunnel and in the Langley fredlight tunneI
are presented in @res 13 to 20.

Tests in Zangley 7- by 10-foot tunnel.-~ th~view
drawing of the complete model and details of the tail sur-
faces tested in the LangIey 7-by lo-foot tunnel are shown
in&r~ 10 and 11. b these tests the oily unusuaI result
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to be noted is that. the longitudimd stability con@ibuted by
the Tee tail, which from equation (24) should have b.e~n
equal to that contributed by the conventional tail, was
about. 10 percent greater (&a. 13 to 16). The -increased
effectiveness was probably caused by improved tail-fuselage
junctures. S-hniIarly, the ree tail wss about 10 percent
more effectke in yaw than a theoretical comparison of the
two tails indicated.

The effects of rudder deflection on the model with the
Tee tail and with the conventional taiI at high and low
angles of attack (a=O.l” and 8.7°) are presented in figure 15.
Some asymme~ of the pitching momenta due to the
Tee taiI in yaw was noted when the elerudders were deflected
diEerentiaIly as rudders. The asymnietry, particularly at _ _
cz=8.7° (6g. 15 (b)), occurs because in the positive angleof-
attack range the slope of the curve of Iift coefficient against
angIe of attack is greater when a plain flap is at a large
negative deflection than when the same flap is at a positive
deflection. Thus, zince the effective angle of attack of the
vee tail varies with yaw and since the tail was aheady at
a positive angle of attack, the left-hand half of the tail,
which had a negative dektion, vms operating in a range
in which the slope of the lift curve was higher thgn that for
the right-hand half, which had a positive deflection. The
change in pitch~ moment with rudder deflection at zero
yaw was a result of s“mple nonlinearity in the curve of lift
against deflection.
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Ths data of figure 15 also show that the ratio of adverae
rolling moments to favorable yawing moments produced..by
rudder deflection is gre@er for the vee tail than for the
conventional verticfd tail.

Additional problems involved in simultaneous operation of
the controls me the change in elevator stick force when a
large rudder detledion carries one surface out of the linear
range, and vice versa, and the possible change in trim about
one ati when large tab deflections are required for trim
about the other axis. The magnitude of all these efkta will
of course depend on individual airplane characteristic such
as the amount of &mtil or trim rsquired, the length of b
linear range of controkrface and tab characteristics, and
the relative magnitude of a given change in hing+moment
coefficient when-translated in-ii stick or pedal for;e.
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The curves for rmdta of teata of the vcc tail in grnmal arc
more regular and are smoother than tho curves for rcdta of
tda of the conventional tail, partidady at CY=O.lo. For
a= O.l”, the conventional ftn stalls rather abruptly at
angles of yaw of + 16° and then regains effcctivcncss whereas
the yawinf-moment curves for the vcc tail form a rclntivcly
straight line for valu~ of # up to +40°. This oharactcr-
istic remdta probably” because the sect.ion angle of attack of
the vee tail is a function of the sine of the angIo of yaw and
thus the vee tail would bo expected to stall at grcati angles
of yaw than the wmvontional tail. The inlmrcnt tcndrncy
of the vee tail toward later stalling is atso iIh]sfratcd in
flgur~8and9. “
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The plot of tho lateral-stability and direction.al-stibility
derivrkivea in figure 16 indicates that neither the vee tail nor
the conventional tail appreciably affecte W variation of
thwe elopes with lift co~cient. One intermting point ia
thnt the vee tail contributed about 1%0 more tiective
dihedral than the conventional tail although the values of
C% and CF~wme appmxhnately equal for the two tails.

Teata in langlayfree-~ht tunnel,--A three-view drawing
of the oomplete fighter-airplane model teat.ed in the Langley
&flight tunnel is shown in &we 12. Dimensions of the

lMont

36° vee tail and the mnvmt.ional taiI tested on [ho
model arc nlaogiven in figure 12. The model wm
tested with v-t-ail dihcclral angha varying from
32,4° to 46°.

The redta of force ksts to detwminc the
longitudimd stability characteristi~ of [h model
with the conventional taiI and t,hc 3t3° vcc tail
are ahown in figure 17. The data in figure I7
exhibit no unumud characterialiq and the fligllt-
teat dnta presented in figure 18 provide anolhcr
quantitative indication thaL the static longitudi-
nal stability characteristics were eescntially equal
with tho we and convent ioual tails. The wc-
tail arrangement showed lass change of trim with
power find flap deflection, probably bccawe of ib
higher location. During tho ilights of h model,
the pilot could detect no dihcnc&. in. [he dy-
namic stabdity and hrmdlhg characteristics with
the two tails.

A summary of the sttibility and control charm-
teltitics measured in force teab of 1110various
vee-tail arrangements is presented in fiiuro 10.

The “scatter of the data in figure 19 is caused partly by
the slight variations in arm, aspect ratio, find pcrcen(tigc of
movuble arm for the. different we tails as well as in dihe-
dral angle. These results imhcate fairly good agrccmcnl
between experimental and theoretical results except for the
values of (C~)$ at dihedral anglce greater than 36°. Sim-
ilar results were noted previously for h iaolald-tail tesE4.

—.

(d 4-0”.
(b) #/-w.
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The f@.er+irplane model was also tested in the Langley
free-fIight tunnel on a test stand on which it was free to yaw
but was restrained in rolI and pitch. An indication of the
rudder-force-reversal characteristics of the modeI with con-
rentionaI and 43° ree taiIa was obtained with this setup
from the trim angles of yaw produced by diflerent tired
rudder deflections. The rmdte of these teata me presented
in figure 20. The tests showed that. with the vee taiI the
nmdeI would trim only at. fairly small angles of yaw even
with full rudder deflection. WKh the conventiomd tad,
however, the model yawed to huge angles with Ieft rudder
deflections greater than 13°~ indication that rudder-force
revemal or rudder lock probably exists for the airphme with
the conventional tail. From these data, therefore, rudder
lock appears to be IS Iiiely to occur with a Tee tail than
with a conventional vertical taiI. The previoudy noted
facts that the Tee tail stalls at a higher angle of sideaIip and
may require a control surface of smaller chord ratio than
the conwmtiontd vertical td also indicate less tendency
toward rudder lock with the we taiI.
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GENERAL EEMARE8
STASUJIT AND CO.N’MLOL~ACI%MSTI~

The foregoing andysii of we-tail theory and test data has
indicated that a Fee tail can have the following charuc-
teristica rdative to those of a conventional tail produc~~ the
same dues of stability and contrcd parameters:

.(1) Apprcmimately equal area unless the conventional
vertical tail is in a bad canopy wake, urdess the usually
higher Iocation of the Tee tail pIaces it in a region of greatly
reduced dowmmsh, or unkas the Yee tail has a higher
effective aspect mtio than the conventional horizontal and
~erticaI tails.

(2) Possible inadequacy of controls and interaction of
control forces when qimuhneous ffl deflection of both
controls is required. This difficulty is IikeIy to be en-
countered if the Tee taiI is designed to give values of C4.

and C,,
r

equal to those provided by a conventional M

assembly. It is apparent that, if maximum rudder and
elevator deflections of 25° or 30° are myd with the con-c
nntional taiIs, elerudcler deflectio~ of at le~t 50° or 60°.
would be required with the vee taiI. At such large deflec-
tions, the elerudder wmdd be operating in the nonlinear.
range of control tiectivenem against deflection and might
possibly be in the range where the control effectiven~ per
unit deflection either remained constant or deoreased. with
inmeasing deflection. Ona method of avoiding tl@ cond-
ition is to use a large balanced elerudder surface that
Droduces larger ~ahma of C-L and C=,rthan the conventional-

...-

.-
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tail control surfaces and therefore. produces the required
pitching or yawing momenta with smaller deflectione-not
over a total of 30° or 400—with simultaneous fulI deflection
of both rudder and elevator controls.

(3) Po~ible interaction between longitudinal and direc-
tional trimmkg when tabs are at fairly largr deflections.

(4) Less tendency toward rudder lock,
(6) Possible reduction in control forces or in amount of

balance required.
(6) AJorc dihedraI eflect due to taiI.
(7) Larger adverse rolling momente with rudder contil.
(8) Lees change in trim with application of flaps or power

because of the usually higher location of the vee tail.
Additional points not previously considered are that the

higher location of the vee tail may deereaee the ground
effect on tho elwrator control required for take-off and lancl-
ing and should aIeo make it simpler to keep the tail out of
the spray for tak~ff and Ianding in flying boats.

DRAG CHAEACTBB18TKX

TIM nats from tests in the Lmgley 7- by lo-foot tunnel
shown in figure 13 indicah a decrease of 0.0016 -in drag
coefficient from usc of the vee tail: tests of the same model
in the bngley two-dimensional low-turbulence pressure
tunnel indicated approximately the iame drag reduction.
For the model td..ed, a large part of. the reduction was
probably caused by a dwxeased fuselage-tail interference
with the we-tail installation. A vee tail, how~ver, has only
two fuselage junctures instead of three and some reduction
in drag thus is usually obtained.

COMPltSSSl_Y ~PECTS

For high-peed flight because the vse tail can be installed
with a better fueelag-tail juncture, the tieck of compres-
sibility on tail drag should be reduced. This advantage,
however, tends to be canceled by the fact that, for vee tails,
the individual surfaces will probably be operating at higher
lift eoe.flicientsfor.trim and will almost certahdy be canceled
if the tail. is so installed on top of the fuselage that a sharp
vee is formed at the junotnre. The location of the vee-tail
arrangement should place the surfaces farther from the wake
of the wing and canopy and thereby should tend to reduce
the powibilitiea of tail btieting or mughnesa at. high speed.

SFiN-EECOVERYCEABACTEEISTJU3

Tests in the LangleT 20-foot free-spinning tunnel of a model
of the same fighter airplane that was. testd @ the Langley
frea-flightt tunnel indica.ti that the Yee-fi arrangement had
slightly better spin characteristics than the Conw.ntiond tail
assembly. The improv~ spin ch~acterietice might have
occurred because, with the vee tail, there was no horizontal
surface to blanket the vertical tail .The data presented in
reference 2, although inconclusive, indicated approximately
the same spin charactmistice for.the two types of tail.

At present no general conclusions can be drawn concming
the relative merits of the vee tail and conventional tails for

spin recovery. Although available twt da[n indicate [hat
the vee tail may have better spin-rccovcW clmnwlerislics
than the conventional tail, it is possible tlmt if simultaneous
full deflection of both rudder and elevator is rcquirml k

spin recovery the vee tuil might havo lass desirable spin-
recovery characteristic than the conwmtional lttil tmcmbly.

STEUCTUML CONSIIM?RATIOM

h’farmfacture and maintenance should be sinqh for the
vee tail than for conventional surfaces, sinm no vertiral tnil
surface must be manufactured, stored, or repaired. The
mechanism requird to opmato the control surfaces both aa
elevators rind as rudders, however, is eomo~hnl con:pliratcd
and naturally tends tQ offset this advantage,

The vee tail, because of its configuration, must curry loads
that do not contribute to tlJLIstabiIity and control. This
factor will result in higher tail and fusdagc loads in both
pitching and yawing manruvcrs, and inrrraacd st ruct.ural
vvcight will be rcquirwl. to carry tim grcatm loads.

CONCLUSIONS

The followiug conclusions wrc drown from the rcsulte of
the analyzia of available datti on vm-tail surfams, from an
extension of previously preeentwl vce-tsil theory, nml from
general compar@ns of various charactqrislige of vc@aiI
and conventimxd kil surfaces:

1. The use of a vce tail will probably provide no rcductkm
in area unless the conventional vertical tail is in wbad canopy
wake, unless the usually highrr location of thr vcc [ail plmws
it in a region of greatly reduced downwtishi or unless the vcc
tail has n higher effertivc aspect ratio thun the couvrntional
horizontal and vertical tails.

2. A possible reduction in ccmtrol forces (or in tlw ammmt
of control” balance required) was indicated by thu usc of a
vee tail, provided that largo deflections of the control surfaco
do nokcausc a large decrmec in the eflectivrn- and incrmsc
in hinge-moment cocfficimt pw degrm dcficction of the
control surface. If large-chord control surfaces must k usml
in eider to keep the control ddl~ctione mm]], thr conhwl
forces (or the amount of control balancr required} on thr vw

tail are likely to be cqusl to or greater than thusc for [11P
conventional tail assembly.

3. The following advanttifya can bc obtained with a vce
tail d~ed to provide the same values of slahility wnd con-
trol parameters fu3a conventional tail assembly:

(a) Leas drag because Tee tail has fewer fuechgc-tail
jnncturee

(b) Leas tendency toward rudder Iock
(c) Higher location of tail surfttcce, which tends to rcducc

elevator deflection required for take-ofi and hmding, to keep
the tail out of spray in frying-boat takcdf, uml to rcducc
possibilities of tail buffeting from the wing and canopy
wskw in hgh-spee(l flight

(d) Fewer tail surfaces to manufacture
4, The following disadvantages tend to counteract tLIc

~van_@gea of the vee tgil:
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Pcmible intemction of elewdor and rudder control
forc&

(b) Possible interaction of elevator rmd rudder trimming
when tabs are at fairly huge deflections

(c) JIore complicated opersting mechanism
[d) Greater loads on tail and fudage, which would tend

to require immmaed weight
5. The simplified theoqr of the Tee tail is did for dhedrd

nngIes up to about 40°. For dihedrd angks greater thnn
40°, measured directional stability and contrcd parameters
were Iess than “indicatedby theory.

6. The relative mtits of the Tee tail and conventional
tails for spin recovery have not been setablished, but it
appears that the Tee tail should be at Ieaet as good as the
comrentional tail assembly in th~ respect, except possibIy
in cases in which simuhneoua full deflection of both rudder
and eIevator is required for recmreq from the spin.

1.ANGLE% 31 EMOELI.4L~ERONAHC.AL LiBORATORT,

~ATIOh-.AL &WISOEY COMCITT EE FortAEEON.tmICSl

LANGIJIY FnzD, l’~., .Ycrember 14. 19.+4.
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